
HORSE PROFILES FOR THE NATIONAL HUNT 2017/18 

UPDATE 4 

REVIEW -  30th October to 5th November 

2nd November - Sedgefield 

CARRIGDHOUN - again with credit to finish 4th without ever looking like landing a blow, 
maybe age is catching up with him and he might be of more interest if completing in a veteran’s 
chase. He might also be of interest in a small field race as record in fields of 8 runners plus now 
reads 2 wins from 23 starts.

Ideal Conditions - 8 runners or less, GTS ground only - 1115611 (at Carlisle: 111) 

GROVE SILVER - was held up here but weakened two out.  He does appreciate more cut in 
the ground and has now lost all 11 attempts on GTS and faster ground. He has also never won a 
race worth more than 10k (0 from 14 starts) and usually needs his first run back (121 days+: 
P739).  May prefer a smaller field as record in fields of 12 runners + now reads: 4U3P69.

Ideal Conditions - Class 4 and below, soft or heavy ground, 9 runners or less - 12111P1 

SMOOTH STEPPER - held up here but never got competitive and was tailed off. Record 
when racing at 3m+ now reads: P39574P056. Record when racing on good ground now reads: 
72P50. Has never won a race worth more than 10k in 13 attempts and record in fields of 12 
runners + now reads: U39505P

Ideal Conditions - races worth less than 8k, 2m7.5f or less, GTS and softer ground, 1 to 10 runners 
- 341111. 

2nd November Stratford 


CUT THE CORNER - the horse was badly outpaced two out but rallied to go 2nd near the 
finish.  He has now only won once from 20 starts when racing 16 days+ after last race.  If he is 
returned to the track quickly on GTS and faster ground he will be of interest.

Ideal Conditions - Good or GTS ground, Slightly galloping track, average fences, 4 to 15 days - 
61316911 (7 runners or less: 3111) 

MERCIAN PRINCE - a good comeback run on ground that was maybe quicker than ideal as 
he does seem suited to GTS and softer ground. He does seem better in larger fields as has now 
lost all starts in fields of 7 runners or less

Ideal conditions - GTS and softer ground when racing on a flat or slightly undulating track - 121 

GERMANY CALLING - a very poor run under what I thought were ideal conditions.  He led 
and jumped well but emptied out very quickly after 3 out and was beaten a long way. Maybe I got 
this wrong as his mark maybe a little high at the moment as when racing off a mark of 141+ 
record now reads: 7FP6 or maybe he is not as suited to flat or very undulating tracks (1 win from 
12 starts) slightly undulating/undulating: 5 wins from13 starts.  

Ideal conditions - Class 3 and 4, 1 to 13 runners, 137 rating or less, slightly undulating or 
undulating tracks: 1312111 

4th November Ascot 

QUITE BY CHANCE - ran into an improver here but ran with credit and did finish 13 lengths 
clear of the 3rd.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, slightly undulating, good/GTS/soft ground, 11 runners or less - 
211113122 



MAX WARD - was outpaced before two out here and maybe he needs a little further now as 
last two wins have come at 2m3.5f to 2m4.5f.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, Class 2 and below, Handicaps: 1F1 

SOMCHINE - the ground was too quick for the horse here and he was struggling from 3 out.  
On GTS and faster record now reads 1 win from 10 starts and in races worth more than 20k 
record now reads: PU38.  When racing 61 to 365 days after last race: P438.

Ideal Conditions - Chase races, soft or heavy ground, 21 to 45 days - 1511P1 

THOMAS BROWN - although the horse has a superb record first time out there were too 
many negatives for him to be considered.  Record in fields of 12 runners +now reads: 0 wins from 
9 starts and when racing in Listed races and above - 0 wins from 11 starts.

Ideal Conditions - Class 2 and below, 31 days or more after last race - 1111111 

ULTRAGOLD - I had felt that this step up in trip would suit but I think 3 mile may just be too far 
especially as he weakened from 2 out.  May prefer a trip at around 2m5f (record at 3m+ now 
reads: 2399).

Ideal Conditions - 2m5f or less, Flat or Slightly undulating track, good/GTS/soft ground, 21 to 60 
days - 111B71 (LH: 111, RH: 1B7) 

BALLYKAN - was outpaced 5 out and behind from 3 out and has often struggled in these better 
class races.  In Class 2 and above record now reads: 1 win from 15 starts and in fields of 12 
runners + record now reads: 0 wins from 7 starts.

Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and 4, 10 runners or less: 12111R14. 

ART MAURESQUE - got no further than the first here but in the past has often struggled in 
graded races now record reads: 0 wins from 11 starts and in fields of 12 runners + it now reads: 0 
wins from 7 starts.

Ideal Conditions - Good or GTF ground, 9 runners or less, Class 2 and below - 111111 

4th November Ayr 

BERNADELLI - this horse was worth a punt at the morning price of 25/1 even though his 
record when racing 31 days or more after last race now reads: 0 wins from 12 starts.  He 
weakened here after the 9th and I am sure this run will have been needed.

Ideal Conditions - Flat or slightly undulating track, soft or heavy ground/ 10 runners or less, 11 to 
30 days, 2m5.5f or less - 7111111 

UPSILON BLEU - ran really well on comeback here and led from 3 out until headed after the 
last he ran on but had no chance with the winner.  He has yet to win after a break of 121 days + in 
6 attempts.

Ideal Conditions- 9 runners or less, Class 2 and 3, 75 days or less, slightly undulating or undulating 
track, galloping track - 1215161 (LH: 21511 and RH: 16) 

SPECIAL CATCH - this was an error as I thought the ground would suit as it had in the past 
however since running in handicap chases his best form has come on a sounder surface (away 
from heavy ground)

Ideal Conditions- Catterick, soft or faster ground, 17k races or less, 15 runners or less - 1141 

4th November Wetherby 

DEFINITLY RED - ran ok here and although he has won in this grade (they were weaker 
events) and he may be better aimed at Grade 3 and below.

Ideal Conditions - Grade 3 and below, 11 runners or less - 111211211311. 



5th November Carlisle 

TWO SMOKIN BARRELS - travelled well for a long way here until fitness and the hill took its 
toll and he weakened badly on the flat.  He could turn out to be a decent staying chaser this 
season.

All of his wins have come at 3m1f or less and his record in fields of 8 runners+ now reads: 469.

Ideal Conditions - GTS and softer ground, slightly undulating track, 7 runners or less - 112111 

ABRACADABRA SIVOLA - lost touch from 11th and was soon tailed off.  Has yet to win in 
15 attempts in fields of 8 runners or more and when racing 121 days+ record now reads: 32P0.

Ideal Conditions- 1 to 7 runners, Class 2 and below, February and March - 1111 

I JUST KNOW - has little chance in this race against some very promising chasers and this 
may have come too soon after his last run as when racing 1 to 30 days after last race record now 
reads: 2376234.  Also seem to be struggling a little of current mark (131+: P334)

Ideal Conditions - GTS and soft ground, Class 2 and below, 1 to 11 runners, 31 days or more - 
1111 

NEW ADDITIONS 

DELUSIONSOFGRANDEUR 7-y-o b m (Mrs SJ Smith) 

Running Style - front runner 

Comments - the horse led here and bar one mistake jumped well, he was headed 3 out but stayed 
on at one pace to finish 3rd.  Maybe this trip stretched his stamina and hopefully with this run 
under his belt and a drop in trip he can win again soon. 

Distance - 3m1/2f to 3m1.5f: 181411

Prize Money - all wins have come in races worth less than 10k (41132111)

Field Size -1 to 7 runners: 5 wins from 13 starts (8 runners+: 383)

Days since last run - 31 days or more: 13482435, 8 to 30 days: 13134411

Track - Catterick: 111, average/tight track: 4 wins from 6 starts (galloping/slightly galloping: 1 win 
from 9 starts)


Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below, 1 to 7 runners, 8 to 30 days, LH track with undulations - 
1144111 (undulating/very undulating: 1111) 

EXITAS 9-y-o b m (PW Middleton) 

Running Style - in touch or mid division 

Comments - Improved form here and was a very easy winner that you could have called from 2 
out.  He jumped and travelled well.  He may well be a better horse on faster ground. 

Going - good or faster: 5 wins from 11 starts, GTS and softer: 1 win from 15 starts

Distance - 2m2.5f plus - 5420P5F5

Time of Year - September to November: 6 wins from 13 starts

Track - best on flat or slightly undulating (undulating/very undulating: 53P33622)


Ideal Conditions - Good ground, Flat slightly undulating track, 2m to 2m2f - 411P11 (Sept to Nov: 
11111) 



FOURTH ACT 8-y-o b m (CL Tizzard)


Running Style - tracks leaders 

Comments - held up here and outpaced 3 out, never got into the race and may prefer softer 
ground. 

Going - good or GTS: 0 wins from 15 starts, soft or heavy: 2 wins from 9 starts

Field Size -1 to 11 runners: 3 wins from 16 starts, 12 runners+: 0 wins from 9 starts

Class - Class 2 and above: 447PP36

Track - LH track: 0 wins from 12 starts, RH track: 3 wins from 13 starts.


Ideal conditions - RH track, soft or heavy ground, 10 runners or less, Class 3 and below - 4121 

ARCHIVE 7-y-o b m (B Ellison) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - having his first run for new stable and won this quite nicely.  He has seemed before to 
be best rested between races and it will be interesting with new training methods whether this is 
still true. 

Class - Graded races: 55044

Distance - 2m1f+: 5545205

Field Size - 16 runners or more: 5400

Days since last run - 8 to 60 days: 0 wins from 12 starts, 61 days+: 1551411


Ideal Conditions - 2m1/2f or less, 61 to 240 days - 11411 

TOPPER THORNTON 8-y-o chestnut male (AM Hales) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - promising first run for new stable and could be one to follow and watch to see his 
profile changes. 

Days since last run - 16 to 30 days: 3 wins from 12 starts, all other rest periods: 0 wins from 19 
starts.

Field Size - 1 to 11 runners: 3 wins from 16 starts, 12 runners+: 0 wins from 15 starts.

Track - all wins have come on a RH track, has never won on a tight track and all wins on tracks 
with easy or average fences.


Ideal Conditions - RH track, -10k race, 16 to 30 days - 515211 

A GOOD SKIN 8-y-o b m (TR George) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - the stable is totally out of sorts at the moment but when returning to form may have 
some well handicapped horses like this one. 

Distance - best runs at 3m2f or less, 3m2.5f+: 489P

Prize Money - +10k races: 96P40323598, -10k races: 1125422

Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 11 runners or less (12+: 36482P390)


Ideal Conditions- 3m2f or less, -10k races - 211252 



BLAMEITONMYROOTS 7-y-o b f (O Sherwood) 

Running Style -usually chases leaders 

Comments - the horse was outpaced here and had previously seemed better on flatter tracks and 
in lower class races 

Prize Money - +10k: 43P46U, -10k races: 1511

Field Size - 1 to 11 runners: 1145U41, 12 runners+: 3P6

Days since last run - 8 to 30 days: 544, 31 days+: 1UP1

Distance - 3m2f+: P644

Going - best on heavy ground: 11


Ideal conditions - Class 3 and below, 3m1/f or less, 1 to 11 runners, 31 days or more, flat or 
slightly undulating track: 1111


